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The rise of talented
and influential creators

During the last decade, a new generation of talent found
their voice and a loyal audience on digital platforms such
as YouTube, Instagram, Facebook, Pinterest, Twitter and
TikTok. Sharing their passions, knowledge and creativity
through content online, these individuals dramatically
changed the media landscape forever.
At the same time, technology led consumers and brands
to enter an increasingly connected world – a world
in which digital-first talent could efficiently deliver
content that would inform, inspire, entertain and educate
engaged audiences with busy lives in real time.
As social media has grown and evolved, so too has the
proliferation of content creators in this space; whereas a
decade ago there were thousands, now there are millions
across the globe. This means that today just about
anyone can call themselves an ‘influencer’.
However, this term doesn’t distinguish between generic
content creators and the ‘talent’ – creators who have an
expertise to share, produce high-quality content, have a
purpose in what they do, and maintain a deep connection
and dialogue with their trusting community.

For the purposes of this paper, we will use the following
terms to help differentiate those with talent and
therefore influence:
• Content creator: Anyone can be a creator; someone
who creates and uploads content
• Digital-first talent (or talent): Creators who have
an expertise to share, produce high-quality content,
have a purpose in what they do, and maintain a deep
connection and dialogue with their community
• Influencer: Creators who have become influential
because of the talent they bring (we will also use this
term to refer to the industry as a whole e.g. influencer
marketing)
As the number of content creators has spiralled and the
industry has evolved at pace, multiple methodologies
have circulated on the most effective way to select
and partner with ‘influencers’ in order to reach and
interact with audiences online. So how can a talent-first
approach provide the answer to what makes an effective
brand partnership?
Read on to find out.
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How influence has disrupted
traditional brand building

Influencer marketing might sound new, but in fact
the use of people with influence to drive marketing
objectives spans centuries. From market-stall traders
using well-respected people in cities and towns to spread
the word of their presence to skincare brand Pond’s using
socialites to endorse their products in newspapers in the
1920s, influencer marketing has always existed.
https://www.periodpaper.com/products/1926-adreginald-vanderbilt-ponds-extract-two-creams-originaladvertising-097096-mcc4-363

During the noughties, many celebrities partnered with
brands. By endorsing products or licensing their image
and name, they used their fame to sell everything from
perfume (Paris Hilton and her eponymous collection
launched in 2004) to mobile phones (David Beckham’s
partnership with Motorola Razr in 2006).
In the early noughties, blogging also went mainstream,
and online forums became more than virtual hangouts
for the digitally savvy. New agency models in turn
emerged to help brands connect with relatable and
knowledgeable bloggers and forum superusers who
commanded large followings,1 using them to disseminate
opinions about brands and products as well as tease new
product releases.
Bloggers were gifted and sometimes paid to talk about
certain products, such as newly launched technology
(laptops, iPods and 3G smartphone handsets), clothes,
beauty products and more in their online content. This
created a template for much of the influencer marketing
we see on social-media platforms today.
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The landscape
today

Influencer marketing is now a global multi-billionpound industry, with thousands of brands vying for the
opportunity to connect with super-engaged audiences
online through authentic, influential voices.
Where once brand building was the sole domain of
offline channels, today powerful new models using
digital-first talent have emerged. Retailers such as
Topshop and Boohoo (both of whom have bucked
downward pressure in the tricky retail sector) are
increasingly turning to digital-first talent and direct-toconsumer ecommerce to deliver business growth.
European women’s clothing label Mango’s campaign,
#MangoGirls, 2 which started by partnering with wellknown online fashionistas globally, has grown into
such a phenomenon that now #MangoGirls content is
generated by customers as well as paid creators. 3
Disruptive direct-to-consumer brands are using digitalfirst talent to tease and launch new products and
engage with communities without the high cost of
traditional broadcast channels. This makes the use of
digital-first talent a serious contender for today’s brandbuilding channel of choice.
Global brands such as Fashion Nova,4 Glossier and Real
Techniques have all largely been built through the power
of online influence.5 They’ve bypassed the traditional
paid media routes to brand building, instead using digitalfirst talent’s knowledge, authenticity and consumer trust
to tempt customers to try and buy.
Fashion Nova might not be a brand you have heard of –
however, with staggering growth,6 it is one of the most

searched brands on Instagram.7 Having started with one
store in the valleys of California, today Fashion Nova
is one of the largest direct-to-consumer, fast-fashion
labels in the US – and it has influencer marketing to
thank.
Fashion Nova created its very own loyalty loop. It
provides creators with a commission on product sales
and re-posts content from those who pose in Fashion
Nova’s clothing tagging the brand, helping each creator
raise their online profile and reach a wider audience.
As a result, Fashion Nova has grown faster than more
traditional competitor retailers such as Forever 21.
This new wave of marketing gives brands the ability to
get noticed and create distinct and memorable assets.
Digital-first talent provide continual effective reach, as
well as serving as an easy and often integrated path to
purchase.
In a recent social-sentiment survey, more than 40% of
respondents noted that the ability to see products and
services in ‘real life’ was a reason to trust digital-first
talent.8
Generation Z and Alpha, audiences notoriously hard to
reach through traditional media channels, are prolific
social-media users. In a YouTube survey, 70% of teenage
respondents claimed that they relate to creators more
than traditional celebrities.9
Meanwhile, 60% of YouTube-creator subscribers state
that they follow purchase advice from their favourite
creator over their favourite TV or movie personality.
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Although it’s too early for Generation Alpha to
demonstrate their purchasing power, they are born
digital natives and will undoubtedly change the creator
landscape. This is demonstrated by eight-year-old Ryan
Kaji, star of Ryan ToysReview and Ryan’s World who,
according to Forbes, grossed $26 million in toy reviews
and toy-unboxing videos and was the highest-earning
YouTuber of 2019.12

Influencer marketing in 2018
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Top 5 best performing brands
Total likes on all posts mentioning the brand in the first 5 months of 2018
Total Earned Media Value for the brand in the first 5 months of 2018 (USD)

Fashion Nova
125,169,866

611,960,856

Liketoknow.it

39,116,167

KKW Beauty
36,881,309

Brands battling with the relative decline in reach of
traditional channels to younger audiences 14 should take
heed of disruptor brands such as Fashion Nova. They
should work to integrate creators into communications
planning frameworks and, where warranted, increase
their investment in creators to reap the potential media
efficiencies.

Key takeaways
• Investing in digital-first talent creates a powerful
content feedback loop for brands. As creators feel
increasingly empowered to create content on a
brand’s behalf, this in turn can fuel brand growth.

ZARA
H&M

Digital-first talent create distinctive assets that speak
with authenticity to a demographic with whom they
have common ground, often without the high costs’
brands incur through more traditional avenues of
production. This means brands can save on costs and
devote a greater portion of their marketing investment
to amplification of creator content.

288,052,046

122,163,105

• Digital-first talent can produce, create, edit and
upload high-quality content relatively quickly, while
reaching engaged audiences who choose to listen
to their ideas, advice and opinions. This provides
brands with the perfect platform for building
awareness, creating consideration and the desire to
buy products and services.

Data: Influencer DB;Instagram
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Who
is
the
modern
2 influencer?
A person with influence is an individual who has the
power to affect the actions and habits of others; such
people have existed for thousands of years. Aristotle,
the philosophical father of influence, outlined the three
elements of persuasion more than 2,000 years ago. He
named these ethos, logos and pathos.

Digital-first talent and creators are members of our peer
group and community – we have virtual relationships
with them on social-media platforms such as Instagram,
YouTube, Twitter, Facebook, Pinterest and TikTok; in
forums; in livestreamed TV; on blogs and in partnership
material with publishers on and offline.

Ethos and logos referred to credibility and reason – the
tenets of mass marketing. However, he deemed ethos
and logos irrelevant without the third element, pathos
(or emotion) – that engagement that can be found only
in human-to-human communication.

They are approachable, their opinions are trusted by
an engaged audience, and the dialogue they create is
authentic. They guide and advise us in all areas of our
lives, from the clothes we wear to the food we eat, the
events we attend and the car we drive. And their reach
isn’t limited to our personal world. They also play a large
part in shaping business culture and trends in industry
through the likes of LinkedIn, the world’s largest business
social network with more than 61 million people of
influence.16

While we have historically thought of those with
influence as famous individuals with huge profiles, over
the past decade the rise in digital-first talent has driven
a shift away from celebrity towards a new class of fame
and influence. This reflects a desire from consumers to
engage with relatable people and more down-to-earth
digital and social communities, particularly in recent
years as use of social has grown.15
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What do digital-first
talent do?

Digital-first talent provide in-the-moment, short- and
long-form editorial content, which informs, entertains,
educates and inspires, from bitesize moments and
weekly vlogs to episodic scripted and unscripted video
content.
They serve as a channel for new product launches,
reviews and ‘how-to’ content; they create and host
podcasts, write columns for traditional media, present
TV shows and campaign for legislative or societal
changes. And commercially, they serve as an alternative
marketing channel for brands who want to provide a
human touch at every point in the consumer journey.
Their power lies in their authenticity – they are real
people navigating their daily lives and happy to share
their trials and triumphs with others.17 Their content
always feels fresh, relevant and therefore holds real
value for brands.
We tune in to digital-first talent for guidance on lifestyle
and purchase decisions18 because we trust their opinions.
But their power isn’t limited to social platforms. They
change political landscapes (Italy,19 France, 20 United
States21) and turn consumer desire into powerhouse
businesses (Pixiwoo and Real Techniques, 22 Emily Weiss
and Glossier23) .
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Defining macro
and micro talent

The term ‘influencer’ is problematic in that it groups
together everyone with an audience or fan base – from
Kylie Jenner to the girl next door with 5,000 Instagram
followers – when, in reality, every celebrity and every
content creator is unique.
When it comes to digital, smart brands are recognising
the need to identify the talent amongst the masses:
those who have an expertise to share, produce highquality content, have a purpose in what they do, and
maintain a deep connection and dialogue with their
super-engaged online community.
They are creating an army of messengers from
super-macro to micro level that deliver branded
communication in ways that feel fresh, human and
honest.
Columbia University Research modelling the power
of word of mouth in social networks indicated that,
although macro social users can be more powerful than
a collective of micro social users when operating alone,
conversations that began with micro talent and were
consequently amplified by macro talent were more
effective at disseminating content at scale. 24
This inherently makes sense as it fulfils both content
needs of branded moments (where high-reach macro
talent can reach many social users) and branded

conversation (where micro talent can create an alwayson conversation around a brand, product or service). 25
The definition of talent from super-macro to micro can
be confusing – how should you distinguish between
them? To begin with, it’s important to note that we
are referring to talent only as defined above, not the
thousands or even millions of content creators out there
who do not have an expertise, high-quality content,
purpose or a strong relationship with an engaged
audience.
In addition, talent cannot be generalised so the following
should be used only as a guide:
• Super-macro talent will typically have celebrity
status in both digital and traditional media. They are
high-profile, household names with a large socialmedia following in the millions, which has come
from sharing content about their lifestyle, passions
and interests and actively engaging with followers
regularly.
• Macro talent usually gain a large audience through
using digital channels to share a vast amount of
content about their lifestyle, passions and interests,
actively engaging with followers regularly and having a
profile off-platform through press, event appearances
and traditional media. Their following can vary across
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sectors. For example, a macro talent in beauty might
typically have a following upwards of one million but
a macro talent in parenting might typically have a
following upwards of 500,000.
• Mid-tier talent also share a vast amount of content
about their lifestyle, passions and interests but can
either be on the path to becoming macro talent
or have consistently maintained a loyal, engaged
audience over a long period of time and have a high
profile within the digital-first talent industry. They
share their lifestyle, passions and interests as well as
more specific topics of interest. They typically have a
following of between 100,000 and 800,000.
• Micro talent usually have a following of less than
50,000 and focus on specific topics of interest such as
sports or travel, where they have a sizeable, credible
knowledge that they share with their audience.
As paid media becomes more frequently integrated
into sophisticated influencer marketing strategies, such
definitions will likely become less relevant as having
common ground between brand, talent and audience will
be the key to talent selection rather than metrics such
as following or engagement. In this way, strategies will
be fully talent content-first, with a robust paid media
element to scale and amplify as needed.
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Creating an effective
talent mix

There is no strict rule as to which level of talent brands
should partner with to achieve certain objectives, since
this is dependent on brand, brief and budget. A multitiered approach, as demonstrated in the diagram below,
should be adopted where possible:

Creating an effective talent mix.
Ambassadors.

Hero.
Partner with a central ‘hero’ talent
to lead the campaign message
through engaging content and
relevant event collaborations at
key points throughout the
campaign.

Multiple mid-tier talent who
resonate with the brand develop
their own take on the creative
concept and extend the campaign
reach to their audiences.

Amplify and distribute.

Always on.
Micro talent employed to
create content amplifying the
messages. Gleam use a partner
platform to source a catalogue of
customer created content that
can be licensed and distributed
through brand owned channels.

Amplify talent-produced content with
paid media through talent-owned
channels to improve engagement,
extend reach and drive action, using
Gleam Futures’ unique product Talent+.
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Understanding how to make the most of digital-first
talent means understanding how best to use the special
connection they have with their audiences.
Finding an authentically common ground between brand,
talent and audience and shaping what to do with that
common ground in a way that works for everyone is key.
Aligning that with the brand’s objectives through paid
and organic content that can be woven together to help
generate engagement, community, loyalty or sales will
guarantee success.

Key takeaways
• There are different tiers of quality talent with
influence (super macro to micro).
• High-quality talent are people of stature within a
target consumer’s peer group. They have standing
in their followers’ community, both on and offline,
and are hugely influential in helping consumers cut
through a sea of choice to choose the aesthetics
and brands that are right for them.
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How
a
brand’s
message
can
travel
3 further with digital-first talent
Brands are beginning to understand the unprecedented
results digital-first talent can bring when utilised
strategically, creatively and responsibly, from long-term
partnerships to effectively engaging with grass-roots
communities to creating tailored products, experiences
and joint business ventures.

Planning for engagement
Campaign planning with digital-first talent can often
be entirely disaggregated from a brand’s campaign life
cycle, being viewed as an ‘add on’ or ‘nice to have’ rather
than integral to the campaign or integrated into the
wider marketing mix.
We’re seeing this change as marketeers increasingly
need to account for and measure their investments;
the nature of digital means it is possible to track a
consumer’s journey, albeit with some challenges. As a
result, brands are integrating talent partnerships into
their wider marketing and communications planning.
Recent WARC research on the role of digital-first talent
in the marketing mix found it to be highly effective in
reaching specific audiences. 26 The WARC paper also
noted that it works best when integrated into the media
mix – multiple touch points in the consumer’s journey has
always been an effective marketing strategy and the
same applies here.

However, to effectively reach specific audiences, it is not
enough simply to plan toward demographics. Brands and
agencies need to think about human behaviour, interests
and relatability.
Digital-first talent have a deep connection with their
communities which they work hard to establish and
maintain. Giving brands the opportunity to become part
of that works only when there is true common ground
between the talent, brand and audience.
Talent have the ability to educate consumers and
offer practical advice and emotional support on often
complex journeys, creating brand appeal with consumers
whose natural tendency is to gravitate to brands who
‘get them’.
The strength of digital-first talent is their ability to use
a human connection to engage an audience through
content that resonates with them whilst aligning with
a brand’s tone of voice and branding needs. Content
such as this is more effective at reaching and engaging
audiences than direct communication from a brand – so
much so that amplifying it out to the wider marketing
mix can drive huge ROI.
Brands striving to create modern communications
frameworks should be working with their PR, advertising,
content and account-planning teams to integrate digitalfirst talent with their owned and paid communications
– utilising their effective reach to build meaningful
relationships directly with audiences.
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Case study:
How Pandora used digital-first talent to create
excitement and reposition itself in the market
Pandora’s ‘What Do You Love’ campaign was an
incredibly significant moment as they celebrated a
global brand re-launch and the new AW Pandora
collection. Pandora wanted to position themselves
as a brand which could give a voice to people’s loves
through an impactful and innovative platform.
To mark this exciting chapter, Pandora alongside
MKTG, Dentsu Aegis Network’s experiential agency,
hosted an experiential consumer pop-up in the middle
of London’s Covent Garden. The pop-up showcased
its new brand colours and featured its new logo at the
main entrance.
Inside the pop-up, customers were able to explore
the new collection whilst also engaging with an
immersive Pandora Swing where customers were
encouraged to hold up a sign of their loves, hero-ing
Pandora’s ‘What Do You Love’ campaign messaging
and sharing pictures on social media.
In order to create further excitement and engage
with the pop-up, Gleam Solutions worked with The
Story Lab, Dentsu Aegis Network’s content agency to
identify influential digital-first talent who were the
right fit for the brand and campaign ethos, and who
could drive reach, conversation and footfall.
Three key talent were carefully selected for the

partnership, all of whom expressed a different
variation of their chosen love, including romance,
family and self-love. The talent attended the popup the day before it was open to the public to create
content, which they shared across their social-media
channels, and generate buzz and excitement around
the collection.
The talent then created beautiful content on their
platforms’ hero-ing the ‘O’ Pendant piece, which was
the focus of the new AW jewellery collection. Content
was emotive and created awareness of the collection
whilst encouraging purposeful conversation amongst
their audiences about their chosen loves.
Takeout: Coupling an experiential pop-up with
the use of digital-first talent who have a genuine
love and similar values to the brand allowed for
a 360-degree partnership, connecting target
audiences both on and offline.
By using digital-first talent who could effectively
communicate their chosen loves through the art of
storytelling, Pandora was able to spread the news
about its new collection and the event. Pandora
saw more than 2.2 million impressions on its event
story content and also picked up additional press
coverage by media outlets such as OK! and The
Daily Mail.
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Planning for consideration
and purchase

The purchasing power of Generation Z is incredibly
attractive, and recent research found 39% of UK online
shoppers aged 16 to 24 have used Instagram Shopping
to buy a product. 27 Furthermore, 54% of millennials use
social channels to research products before they buy. 28
This behaviour isn’t limited to these generations. Older
age groups are also increasingly demanding social
shopping experiences – 34% of 25 to 34-year-olds, 21%
of 35 to 44-year-olds and 8.4% of 45 to 54-year-olds
have also purchased via Instagram Shopping.
This new willingness to buy anywhere on any platform
and a transition to always-on commerce seen in markets
such as China is transforming our understanding of and
planning for each touch point within a consumer journey.
Brands need to act fast to be part of this consumer
trend, evolving their use of digital-first talent and
content that showcases product features and
demonstrations by amplifying it with paid media direct
from the talent’s channel. This human-to-human
approach can create a shortcut between consideration
and sale.
How can brands do this effectively? By working with
digital-first talent in a fully integrated way, building
and nurturing long-term relationships including social
content, on and offline experiences and collaborations
around both a brand’s products and services and a
brand’s purpose.
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Case study:
Kroger and TikTok – TikTok to launch first-ever
shoppable hashtag challenge
To help get college kids excited for the impending school year,
Kroger, the largest grocery retailer in the US, teamed up with
emerging short-form video platform TikTok to create the firstever ‘Hashtag Challenge Plus’ campaign in the US.
The challenge encouraged young adults to post their cool and
essential ‘dorm room transformations’ to the platform, using
the branded hashtag #TransformUrDorm.
Dentsu Aegis Network’s 360i collaborated with Kroger
to create and launch the hashtag challenge by enlisting
four college-aged creators – Joey Klaasen, Mia Finney,
Victoria Bachlet and Cosette Rinab – to showcase how they
‘transformed their dorm’ by shopping at their local Kroger
banner store. In true TikTok spirit, the transformations were
synchronised to the beat of fun music and thumb-stopping
video effects.
Kroger was the first brand globally to activate a Hashtag
Challenge Plus on TikTok. Not only that, but this challenge
stood apart from other original hashtag challenges because it
utilised shoppable products within the app itself.
This meant users could browse and buy products from Kroger’s
dedicated brand site while remaining in the TikTok app. The
store’s sponsored hashtag was viewed more than 447 million
times across the campaign.

Key takeaways
• The use of digital-first talent in an experiential setting can
successfully provide a 360-degree consumer journey from
online branding and ecommerce to an in-store or pop-up
experience.
• When planning and activating digital-first talent, brands
need to establish why they are engaging with talent and
how talent can enrich the total consumer ecosystem.
• Brands need to work with – and expect their media
planning and creative agencies to plan for and assign
investment to – digital-first talent, making the most of
their potential to inject a human touch to all stages in the
consumer journey.
• Brands should consider talent as multifunctional
outreach solutions, whether that be guidance in choosing
the product that’s right for a consumer or providing an
additional customer service touch point for customers who
may be more receptive to digital talent’s advice.
• Using Generation Z and Alpha native platforms and
authentic digital-first talent helps brands break through
and drive staggering engagement.
• Integrating brand and social commerce within a talent
experience can enhance and shortcut the path to purchase
for digital-first audiences.
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Marketing beyond social –
how digital-first talent help
brands build trust on and offline
While digital-first talent predominantly share their
lifestyle, views, campaigns and entertainment online,
their value is also realised and can be scaled offline – in
places their audience will see, hear and be.

partnership with YouTube31 showed that deep thematic
integrations with creators drove higher results than product
placement – utilising this across the whole marketing mix
can have huge benefits.

As talent, they offer accessible and trustworthy
information, inspiration, education and entertainment
alongside a worldview and provide a sense of escapism
that consumers otherwise seldom have time for. 29 They
act as a wise guide, whether they are providing life hacks
and access to new products and services or sharing
experiences their audience can aspire to. This can also
translate offline.

In the wake of COVID-19, given their lack of production
resource and studio access, brands have increasingly turned
to digital-first talent to create high-quality, self-produced
branded content from their homes, to be used on brand
channels; this includes digital and TV adverts, sponsorship
idents, and radio and podcast voiceovers. It’s something
digital-first talent have been doing for years, so they are
best placed to deliver this need.

Consumers are smart enough to understand what
digital-first talent do and recognise that they are there
to help surface content, opportunities and products that
might appeal to their follower base. 30 They appreciate
commercial partnerships that are built on a talent’s
existing love or use of the brand or a purpose with values
that align – the audience trust that their favourite
digital-first talent will not deviate from this, and believe
in their genuine endorsements.

Through partnerships with digital-first talent, brands
are effectively getting market research, production,
endorsement and distribution in one easy fix and at pace.

With a strong foundation to build on, going beyond their
own channels and placing digital-first talent at the heart
of media campaigns can drive untold benefits.
Re-using authentic, talent-produced content to reach
new, lookalike audiences via paid media marketing, and
featuring talent in POS, OOH and broadcast advertising
or even press, enables brands to amplify these trusted
endorsements across multiple channels. This allows
brands to get closer to consumers more authentically,
driving higher brand awareness, salience and action.
Research undertaken by Dentsu Aegis Network in

The value of digital-first talent offline can be seen in
organised events and meet-ups such as that hosted by
James Charles and a beauty brand – the American-based
cosmetics talent made headlines worldwide when he
caused gridlock in Birmingham. 32 But nowhere is it more
evident than in publishing:
• Mrs Hinch’s debut book, ‘Hinch Yourself Happy’ is the
fastest selling hardback non-fiction title of all time for
Penguin Random House. 33
• A Pinch of Nom, started by partners Kay and Kate as a
tool to share recipes and helpful information in 2016,
beat Jamie Oliver to become the number-one cookery
book in the UK in 2019. 34
• Zoe Sugg’s debut book beat first-week sales records for
a debut novel, surpassing writers such as JK Rowling, Dan
Brown and EL James. 35
16
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Getting
the
most
4 from partnerships
When brands engage with digital-first talent, they aren’t
just paying for reach – they’re gaining unique access to
the trusted relationship creators have cultivated with
their audience over time. 36

Having worked with digital-first talent for 10 years,
experienced talent-management and influencermarketing business Gleam Futures, part of Dentsu Aegis
Network, can help brands navigate this.

When brands first enter the space, they may find it
difficult to align with the level of protection the talent
hold over this relationship; the pace at which they
produce, create and share content; and the creative
control needed to ensure their work is authentic – in
other words, it’s not a straight media buy.

Gleam Solutions – Gleam Futures’ in-house influencer
marketing agency – has a unique knowledge and
understanding of digital-first talent and the socialmedia landscape. Coupled with its established processes
and access to planning and insights software, this can
be invaluable in helping brands identify which talent will
resonate with target audiences.

Talent have their own tone of voice and aesthetic, their
own upload schedules, their own businesses – which they
run in conjunction – and keep to their own time. Working
with them can, therefore, be very different from working
with a publisher or creative agency. 37
While digital-first talent partnerships are collaborative,
to an extent brands need to get comfortable with being
in the passenger seat; working with digital-first talent is
most effective when you empower and entrust them to
create content on your behalf. A clear briefing process
will ensure both talent and brand are in agreement
on what’s being produced and will ensure a smoother
approval process.
Digital-first talent will choose to work with brands that
align with their interests and values and that appeal to
their audiences. 38 If the talent doesn’t like the brand or
product, or doesn’t believe in the purpose or message
to be communicated, they risk losing the trust of their
audience and the strength of the relationship they may
have spent years nurturing.

With IBM Watson technology, Gleam Solutions uses
its platform, Gleam Insight, to identify which of the
millions of talent across the globe match with a brand’s
target audience, values and marketing needs. It predicts
reach, engagement and impressions by talent prior to a
campaign going live to ensure the right mix of talent is
being utilised.

ensure this expertise is ingrained from start to finish,
resulting in uniquely crafted campaigns that always seek
to protect both the creator and the brand’s reputation.

Key takeaways
• The benefits of using digital-first talent come alive
when brands invest not only in posts, but also in
relationships based on mutual admiration to build
campaigns that are human and creatively driven.
• Brands should work with talent and agencies
that have established track records and both the
infrastructure and analytics to create, deliver and
measure quality talent campaigns.
• Brands need to give creators flexibility to turn
brand ethos into tangible experiences for their loyal
followers.

It then adds a layer of its own expert human insight to
select talent who are trusted, safe and who will deliver
against the brand’s objectives. With this approach,
Gleam Solutions can cut through the homogeneity of
‘influencers’ to deliver truly effective campaigns for
brands.
As well as talent selection and vetting, Gleam Solutions’
holistic offering includes strategy development, creative
ideation, campaign delivery, content distribution and
reporting. It manages and activates each campaign to
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The
challenges
of
5 influencer marketing
A market maturing – greater
scrutiny helps the industry
clean up
Connectivity diminishes borders between people so that
in theory anyone can become a content creator and call
themselves an ‘influencer’.
Naturally, this has resulted in concern around the control,
safety, quality and effectiveness of digital-first talent as
a marketing channel for brands.
The authenticity of digital-first talent is under the
spotlight, driven by articles in high-profile publications
such as The New York Times39 that raise a number
of concerns: fake followers, poor quality, lack of
accountability for content posted on a creator’s channel,
brand safety and a lack of transparency over paid-for
branded content.
The CMA in particular has undertaken investigations
around endorsements40 to ensure creators (from
digital-first talent to reality TV stars and high-profile
celebrities) disclose when their content has been paid for.
As a result, high-quality creators, digital-first talentmanagement businesses such as Gleam Futures and
social-media platforms have realised they must be the
driving force behind improving quality, brand safety and
transparency, working alongside regulators to set the
standard in influencer marketing.

Social-media platforms are becoming more and more
accountable. For example:
Twitter removed millions of fake accounts in 2018 to
allow authentic creator content to breathe.41 It then
took a bold move at the end of 2019, banning political
advertising from its platform.
• Facebook rolled out a branded content tool to
help creators clearly label their content as a paid
partnership when needed.
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• Instagram has made several platform updates that
seek to identify and remove inorganic channel and
engagement growth.
• YouTube is tidying up its creator verification
programme43 to ensure the quality of its creator pool
includes safe, appropriate environments. The platform
has also taken steps to protect minors on its platform,
including blocking and moderating comments.44
At Dentsu Aegis Network, Gleam Futures is heavily
committed to ensuring its roster and network of talent
is authentic and of the highest quality, committing both
human resource and technology tools to monitoring the
content.

All these actions indicate the industry leaders’
willingness to change perceptions of influencer
marketing and ensure effective results by implementing
an end-to-end process where creation, distribution,
performance and content are high quality, brand safe
and fully transparent.45
These challenges are not new to media and can be
overcome. As new media channels grow, content
creation comes first; moderation and legislation follow.
The demand for transparency and increasing legislative
changes are signals of a market maturing.46 It is the
collective responsibility of creators, management,
agencies, platforms and brands to work in partnership to
meet this demand.

Key takeaways
• Brands should partner with heritage digital-first
talent-management businesses to ensure they
get what they pay for in reach, engagement and
conversion.
• It’s the responsibility of all parties (brands, agencies
and talent) to ensure that any engagement is
authentically presented as paid-for content.

The Gleam Insight platform can quickly identify a
number of changes such as follower growth, spikes
in engagement and audience location so that Gleam
Futures will only manage and work with authentic,
trustworthy talent.
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How
to
effectively
measure
influencer
6 marketing when there’s no ‘like’ button
Ensuring influencer
marketing delivers business
value
According to a 2016 study by Nielsen, influencer
marketing can deliver up to 11 times ROI when executed
well.47 This means focusing not only on investing in
high-quality content and talent, but also investing in
appropriate measurement techniques.
While it may be tempting to rely on vanity on-platform
metrics such as likes and comments to gauge talent
performance, doing so doesn’t take into consideration
the hugely important effect talent have in driving
action, whether they’re changing brand perception or
encouraging product sales.
With Facebook hiding likes48 and removing the
following tab49 on Instagram, and YouTube switching off
comments on content featuring children,50 soon many
of these vanity metrics will become less valuable in
tracking the success of content, with the focus shifting
towards more complex modelling.
According to Forrester, only 4% of those who view
content on Instagram will engage with it; this figure
is even lower for other social channels. 51 Using
engagement as the metric of brand awareness and
salience is simply measuring the hand raisers in the
social universe.

Brands need to take data one step further by aligning
with core business values, including consumer awareness
and consideration, as well as propensity to act.

– and that their value should not be measured by the
number of followers they have or the number of likes
they accrue from post to post.

How can brands accurately measure the contribution of
digital-first talent? Brands with mature measurement
frameworks are tackling the issue in several ways.

For brands looking to understand the holistic and
long-term brand and business impact of digital-first
talent, Gleam Solutions partners with Data2Decisions
(D2D), Dentsu Aegis Network’s effectiveness agency,
to use more advanced modelling techniques to assess
performance.

Gleam Solutions goes beyond ‘vanity’ metrics – such as
likes, engagements and views – and truly measures the
halo effect of what digital-first talent can do.
When Gleam Solutions runs campaigns for brands where
the channel mix is simple and there is an online customer
journey, it will use time series regression modelling to
understand the direct and indirect effects of campaigns
on downstream behaviour such as organic search and
direct traffic.

D2D works to isolate the effect of digital-first talent
throughout a brand’s marketing ecosystem using its
proprietary Ecosystem Modelling Technique (ESM). ESM
allows brands to understand the impact of advertising
activities including digital-first talent on business
outcomes and across different customer journey touch
points.

It is able to measure the indirect impact of media against
a business KPI and highlight the incremental value of
media. It can also give a view on changes in awareness,
consideration and conversion propensity that aligns with
client marketing and advertising efforts.

To narrow down and evaluate the impact of individual
talent, D2D combines ESM and attribution modelling
using a technique called Total Attribution. This fusion
provides payback and ROI information on individual
talent in the context of the wider marketing mix.

In order to make the model as accurate as possible,
Gleam Solutions takes into account factors such as
seasonality (day of week and month of year) to allow for
the impact this might have had on conversions.

These robust evaluation techniques mean that brands
can understand how talent drive both on and offline
outcomes for brands and what role talent can play in
the marketing mix – from supporting adstock to driving
engagement and supporting both long and short-term
sales.

Gleam Solutions’ approach to measurement helps
brands understand that no two talent are the same
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Case study:
How Kellogg’s delivered real business results
Special K is the biggest brand in the Kellogg’s
portfolio and has been on a continual journey to
remain modern and relevant to today’s consumers.
In order to effectively reach a younger audience,
Carat, Kellogg’s’ media agency, identified the need to
engage digital-first talent to bring an authentic voice
to Special K’s communications. Kellogg’s and Carat
worked together to create a strategy that would
interweave digital-first talent into other planned
media channels to create a unique voice that would
resonate with millennials.
Kellogg’s and Carat appointed Gleam Solutions
to help develop a multi-tiered talent approach,
leveraging a hero ambassador underpinned by midtier and micro talent content. Gleam Solutions’ talentidentification tool, Gleam Insight, was used to source
creators who would resonate with the target audience
and drive results.
Sophie Radcliffe (@challengesophie) stood out
as the hero talent who aligned with the ‘Powering
You’ message, focusing on finding balance whilst
maintaining a healthy and active lifestyle. Sophie
created online content as part of the 12-month
campaign, but her presence and credibility was

extended beyond social; as the face of the Special
K Great Run partnership, she appeared on all event
material. As part of the campaign, Gleam Solutions
also developed a competition where Sophie selected
and mentored five people towards the goal of
completing the Great Manchester Run together.
The campaign aligned with Sophie’s passion for sport
and supported both the ethos of the brand and the
messaging of the product, delivering a fully integrated
talent-led marketing campaign with multiple touch
points both on and offline.
Sophie seamlessly merged online and offline content,
featuring the real-world journey of the individuals
across her channels, which credibly showcased the
genuine impact Special K was having on people’s lives.
To further the campaign reach, Gleam Solutions
used its innovative ‘Talent+’ amplification product
to promote content through Sophie’s social handle,
targeting a lookalike audience to bring relevant
content to like-minded segments. Talent content
was also amplified via Kellogg’s Special K Instagram
account to ensure the campaign worked holistically
across all platforms.
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Engagement metrics were almost 300% higher
than the campaign KPI and social sentiment also
increased significantly. The detailed data collected
throughout the campaign was then modelled
through econometric modelling, the talent marketing
component of Special K activity produced an ROI
that was comparable to OOH and VOD and exceeded
ROI rates previously seen on the brand in social and
ecommerce.
Campaigns like this, bringing together talent and
brands who share genuine values, with execution
across multiple touch points, and agencies working
closely with the client to align on goals, are the
definition of success in influencer marketing.
“The work is ‘real’ and has given an authenticity
to the brand that we haven’t had before. For me,
this work is the pinnacle of what an influencer
partnership should be.”
Sarah O’Brein
European Marketing Manager – Special K
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How
talent
can
help
brands
7 in times of uncertainty
During times of uncertainty, people rely on those in
authority, those with credibility and those they know and
trust to guide them through.52
In a world of increased connectivity, sharing this level
of advice and guidance is easier and more immediate
than it’s ever been before, and consumers expect brands
to play a vital role in supporting them in the challenges
they face.53
As the COVID-19 outbreak and its impact scales and
consumer behaviour dramatically shifts, digital is
becoming ever more crucial to the buying or requesting
of goods and services, keeping people connected and the
sharing of advice, guidance and the latest news.
An attitude of ‘we are all in this together’ has radiated
throughout the online community, with digital-first
talent reporting that their audiences are keen to have
light relief from the unnerving COVID-19 situation and
the prolonged period of isolation.
Content that informs, entertains, educates and inspires
is still shared, but it has deeper meaning and relatability.
It has come in the form of book clubs, tips on how to
maintain wellbeing and health, live music sessions,
scheduled group yoga, home workout guides, recipe
recreations and fake-aways from closed restaurants,

entertaining memes of familiar isolation experiences and
much more.
The flexibility and immediacy of digital-first talent
allows them to adapt to consumer demand and need
easily. Within the first two weeks of isolation during the
COVID-19 outbreak, the number of creators going live on
social-media platforms such as Instagram and YouTube
increased hugely, with community spirit being the key
driver for this.
In such times, authentic voices and meaningful
relationships are vital to communicating with
audiences in ways that are sensitive and relatable,
meaning digital-first talent are well placed to spread
awareness and messaging.
As an example, the hashtag #safehands trended on
TikTok’s home page, reaching 2.8 billion views, while
#stayathome reached 1.7 billion and #thankyouNHS
reached 152.5 million by the end of March 2020.
The relationship they have with their audience and
the immediacy of sharing content on social-media
platforms means digital-first talent can galvanise their
follower base in moments of need, using features such
as Instagram’s Donation Sticker to generate funds for
organisations central to the cause.
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Brands can also be part of the online community during
times of uncertainty, but they must take time to pause,
listen, understand and consider changes in consumer
feeling, behaviour and needs, as well as the wider
context and landscape, before re-strategising and replanning their approach.
Crucial to this will be brands leaning on their own digital
audience to understand what content they want to see.
It’s likely that they will steer toward purpose-led content
that informs and educates with a touch of inspiration and
entertainment.
At the same time, digital-first talent have the ability
to communicate directly with their followers, allowing
them to effectively ‘crowd source’ content formats,
discussion points, themes and moments that matter
most to their audience.
Brands should listen to this and collaborate with the
talent to find ways to integrate authentically. Each
talent will have unique insight into their audience’s
general feeling and at what points it’s best to engage –
it’s not a one-size-fits-all approach.
Facilitating conversations rather than attempting to
own them, and providing simple, factual, empathetic and
positive messaging that helps audiences to disconnect
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from the negativity, will allow brand marketing to be
received more positively.
In using talent as their voice, brands can humanise
themselves rather than being too product focused –
maintaining awareness for the long-term rather than
driving sales is key.
In times of radical uncertainty, when creative production
is near impossible, digital-first talent are able to produce
and distribute content from their own homes in ways
which are sensitive to the wider national or global
context and which speak to audiences humanely and
authentically.
Influencer marketing is still possible during these times,
but the approach and tone must be well considered.

Key takeaways
• In times of uncertainty, talent can be used to create
community and build brand affinity.
• Talent can facilitate conversation, provide guidance
when brands’ customer-service channels are under
strain and become an empathetic, human face to a
brand in challenging times.
• Talent offer a unique and powerful way for brands
to reach consumers in a sea of mixed messages
and confusion, be relevant and service a brand’s
community effectively.
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Is
China
a
template
8 for the future?
Influencer marketing in China has grown exponentially.
The country’s advances in tech coupled with its passion
for pop and celebrity culture means it has been well
placed to uncover the potential of this industry and
reach heights that the UK may never see – but there is
inspiration to be had.

It doesn’t stop there. Large ecommerce livestream
platforms, otherwise known as online malls, such as
Taobao Live, Tmall Live and Little Red Book, are contentheavy areas that encourage shoppers to congregate
around creator content, all with the purpose of
increasing the basket size of each online shopper.

In China, livestream is the medium of choice and plays
a starring role in the country’s ecommerce. The selling
power of opinion leaders (the Chinese term for digitalfirst talent) is widely recognised. They help local and
smaller western brands break a market far too vast for
targeted paid media investment to succeed in.

China has a mature, fully integrated, ecommerce
solution with retailtainment at its core. Opinion
leaders are playing a key role in bringing together the
worlds of retail and entertainment and driving hugely
successful results for brands.

For example, about 40,000 people tune in every week to
opinion leader Zoe Zhang’s latest livestream, where she
features products she has discovered both organically
and commercially.
Zoe and other opinion leaders in China partner with an
affiliate marketing platform to earn commission from
every click or sale consumers make as a result of the
product being featured in the livestream.
While affiliates form part of the income of digitalfirst talent in the UK, China’s approach is more results
driven. Zoe will continue the livestream, sometimes
over the course of 1-2.5 hours, until she has reached the
sales target she has been set, much like a modern-day
shopping channel.

For example, one of the most followed creators at
Ruhan, the largest Chinese online talent agency, sold
more than $24.6 million worth of goods during an annual
Alibaba sales event.54

talent partnerships to strategically and creatively
integrate digital-first talent into their marketing and
advertising matrix.

Key takeaways
• Digital-first talent is being used to build new
brands, launch new products and sell record
numbers of goods in live formats such as Tmall in
China and Instagram Live.
• Brands looking ahead to the next growth
curve should be building mid-term trials that
can incorporate future talent tactics such as
retailtainment into their media mix to learn quicker
and be able to pivot faster to adapt to emerging
uses for digital-first talent.

The UK may start to see more of this as social-media
platforms such as Instagram bring shopping features to
creators, and brands see the value in integrating talent
into other elements of the marketing mix.
Digital billboards featuring talent-produced branded
video content near bricks and mortar stores is a high
possibility – making both of these options available as
live could amplify this opportunity further.
The future is tantalising, and the brands who succeed
will be the ones who move past traditional media and
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Case study:
Friso X Kidswant use TikTok
to bond with young mothers in China
Friso is a leading infant milk formula brand, but
2019 proved to be a tough year. China’s birthrate
dropped to the lowest level on record. Faced with a
shrinking market, Friso needed to capture growth by
connecting with China’s Generation Z.
TikTok is the most popular short video app in China,
with huge reach amongst Friso’s target mothers,
who spend 41 minutes there every day, watching and
creating content. TikTok is where they actively seek
authenticity and fun; they want to engage with real
people, not polished perfection.

customers, young mothers, were interested in.
Using this content, Frisco and Dentsu Aegis Network
went all out to make them into superstar influencers
and expand their reach beyond their own personal
networks.
Connecting online to offline with the power of
TikTok’s location-based marketing tool, we precisely
targeted mothers in the radius of their local Kidswant
store and leveraged the power of coupon collection
to drive them to purchase in store.

In a platform first, Friso and Kidswant, a children’s
retailer, joined forces to run a TikTok-based campaign,
looking for the best spokesperson in Friso’s 17 top
target cities.

The campaign was the most successful ever seen on
TikTok China in the infant and baby category.

Guided by Dentsu Aegis Network on how to become
a TikTok star, the Friso spokeswomen created short
videos, all in their own local dialect, about what their

• 87.9% of customers who came into store were
new users

• The campaign reached an audience of 22 million
new mothers
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Concluding
thoughts

1.

Integrating digital-first talent into the wider marketing mix has never
been more important. Brands need to formalise their digital-first talent
marketing strategies.

2.

When care is taken, digital-first talent can propel brands to new heights.
Brands should not think of talent as celebrity branding to leverage or
simply another place in which to feature product.

3.

Brands need to be working with media, creative and PR agencies in an
integrated manner to create test-and-learn approaches to understand
the role and value of digital-first talent.

4.

Working with quality talent managed by professional agencies where the
relationship is both digital (data-driven platforms to discover and build
strategies) and physical (real-world engagement resulting in meaningful
content and even business partnerships) is essential to deliver authentic
experiences.

5.

Forward-thinking brands are using digital-first talent as a tool to create
deep on and offline relationships with new audiences quickly, using voices
those audiences already trust.

6.

Investment in digital-first talent must be underpinned by robust shortand long-term measurement techniques that go beyond vanity metrics to
understand business outcomes.
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